The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : Hello the aromatic,and the automatic,or if you prefer,stopping stinking,and starting thinking.We'll be considering the pros and cons of sweat,and how a breakthrough in odour eating biocidal clothing maybe a breath of fresh air for changing rooms.Before we follow our nose though,we look at what may follow ourselves,robots.Year by year,sometimes it seems,week by week,robots get ever smarter,ever smaller and ever more adaptable.There are ones out there now that can fly,that can swim that can even evolve. 
[They can do this because it's modelled on what we think is happening to us.If evolution is not a viable description of life,then one might ask why it works in robots -LB] 
But it's one thing to get a robot to do a particular task,quite another to get it to do so independently, efficiently and outside of controlled conditions.This is one of the biggest challenges facing robotics experts.If you want robots that will be useful and flexible and work in the real world,they need to be more complicated,more compact and far more power efficient,and to do that scientists are starting to realise mechanics,electronics and greater computing power,well that may not be enough.Instead they've started to look at fish,insects even slime moulds,for their inspiration,and devising robots with brains that are a bucket of chemicals rather than a tangle of circuitry.Well to consider the thinking behind this "back to nature" approach to robotics,I'm joined by Owen Holland,from Cyberlife Research in Bristol,and Dr Phil Husbands,reader in Artificial Intelligence at the University of Sussex [www.susx.ac.uk]. Owen Holland,we'll start,because I've tantalisingly mentioned this bucket of chemicals,let's start with this goo,new goo approach,having you know.....before we get on to what chemicals you have in this putritive bucket and how it works,why even go down this messy route? Why isn't just better processing power,more powerful processors the right way? 

Owen Holland : Well, powerful processing is a very good way,there's nothing wrong with it,but that can solve very general problems.Normally what animals and robots need to do is to solve a very small set of problems but to solve them very quickly and very well.For example,if you,yourself are faced with a problem of finding out if a concrete floor is flat and level,you can do it the complicated way,you can measure its height with a laser beam,at every point,and calculate it out,but the smart way is just to throw a bucket of water over it,and see what happens. 

Quentin Cooper : So in other words the laser way is the computational way..... 

Owen Holland : That's the computational way. 
[It is the "computational" style that is posited as being not the way that the human brain works (See R.Penrose),and so any conscious machine using this system cannot be conscious as we are.Such ideas being put forth here using a chemical basis offer the capacity of exploiting the same processes that our brains do and thus possibly be conscious -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : ....and so you're trying to get robots to actually have strategies,or to actually apply what is the appropriate method to the task at hand? 

Owen Holland : And it usually comes down to exploiting physics,what you're looking at there is the interaction between water and gravity,and what......and we talk of these as being "good tricks",and what we're trying to do with our "bucket of goo" as you call it,is to create a robot brain,which does nothing but good tricks,but they're the good tricks that a robot needs to do. 

Quentin Cooper : So to be clear about this,it's not that you're saying this is some sort of replacement or enhancement of processing,it's not that kind of Sci-Fi scenario,where they say "now processors are old news",this is something robots don't do yet,this is something new? 

Owen Holland : Errrrm,yes essentially,and the strategy we focused on,is to exploit the particular properties of a very special goo. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay,what is this special goo? 

Owen Holland : It supports what's known as the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction [Ref: J.Gleick "Chaos" p287;New Scientist Guide to Chaos p111-112 Plate13-14;I.Stewart "Nature's Numbers" p78-79;"Does God Play Dice?" p175 {Strange Chemistry}]. 
If you imagine a dish of chemicals on the table,you would normally expect not very much to happen to it,but in Belousov-Zhabotinskii materials,what happens is that you will see dark waves spreading out from various points within this,these waves will meet and instead of passing through each other,like waves in the sea,they will annihilate each other.You will see whirling spirals appear,and in fact we can affect what happens in this goo by shining light on it.We can start waves off with light,and we can actually guide the waves using light. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay,so you've got psychedelic goo,it's very impressive,now hoe does this help our robot? 

Owen Holland : Well,it turns out that if you ....the sort of things a robot might want to do would be to follow something that's moving in an environment,or to find it's way around an environment without bumping in to things or to find it's way out of an environment,and it so happens that by projecting a view of the environment on to this dish of goo,and starting the waves off with another flash of light,the waves will in fact solve all these problems.All we've got to do is couple what's happening in the waves in the goo up to the robot's control system,and these problems are solved quickly and easily. 

Quentin Cooper : That was a wonderful elision there,I love the....suddenly,you know,we've gone from the shining the light to "solve all these problems".Perhaps a little more detail,on how shining lights on chemicals can solve problems.What kind of problems? You mean navigational problems? 

Owen Holland : Navigational problems.For example,if you think of the problem of finding your way out of a maze,a complex maze,like a labyrinth.If you shine a diagram of that labyrinth on to the surface of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii medium,and then indicate the robot position with another flash of laser light at the centre of the maze,you will see a wave propagating out from the centre of the maze and it will find its way out of the labyrinth..... 

Quentin Cooper : Oh I see....it's.... 

Owen Holland : ....and it does it automatically,it's just like the flow of water. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,so....but it finds...it's searching for all the ways,but in one of the way it finds almost instantly... 

Owen Holland : Yes it searches them all in parallel.If there's one way out it will find.If there's several ways out,it will find the shortest one first. 
[It is this kind of technique exploited at a more fundamental level that would yield infinitely parallel processing rather than have to strap more and more discreet processors on side-by-side which has limitations.The wave aspect of Quantum physics,could be used in a similar way to create a thinking machine that didn't have to deal with isolated examples one by one or in a limited parallel arrangement. It would be able to deal with "everything at once".It is this that defeats AI researchers using digital techniques -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And if you can make that information somehow available to the mechanism that's going to move your robot,then it can almost instantly know the fastest way out of that maze. 
[To be fair, if the robot has a bird's-eye plan view of the maze,it's that much easier to see how to get out.If it were inside the maze without a plan view,as some conventional "maze solving" robots are,it might not be so easy to see where the exit was,though it would probably do better than those with a plan of the maze memorised in digital memory -LB] 

Owen Holland : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : And have you done that so far? 

Owen Holland : We haven't done it with the real chemicals,but we have very good computer models of what happens in the chemicals,and we've had a real robot,in a real environment,following a real light,but what it's been using to follow it is a computer simulation of the bucket of goo,and it's going to take us probably a couple of years to actually miniaturise the,at the moment,quite large apparatus,that projects the image on to the goo and that interprets the signal,to get that down to a size where we can put it on to a robot. 
[One wonders if the computer simulation of the B-Z reaction works,why the chemicals are actually needed other than potentially exploiting the same Qphysics that a real brain does,or why the waves can not be artificially derived waves from an internal wave generator.Note here that the mathematics describing the real B-Z reaction is taken to be a true reproduction of the actual chemical process,and not an approximation that just has similar effects,and thus that in creating a computer simulation,what is taking place in the computer is an actual B-Z reaction,as it is understood,in mathematical and physical terms.This is analogous to L-systems that recreate images of grown plants.There is a question to how real the model can be given that the computer version is not using actual chemistry,but binary codes modelling the process.This presumes that the process is understood,and that the end product of the simulation is not merely a superficial reconstruction,but an actual imitation of the real world process. 
In L-systems,it cannot be that the computer is reproducing an actual plant when plant chemistry is missing from the model,even if the results mimic real life in certain features of the plant to be self-similar. By comparison a chaotic pendulum for example,when computer modelled,is taken to be exactly what happens to a real chaotic pendulum negating air resistance etc,as the modelled components are gravity and magnetism as they are taken to be mathematically represented in the real world 
The chemical process of B-Z reaction detailed in New Scientist Guide on p111,shows that the process is understood and how a cycle is produced.One wonders if Quantum uncertainty effects inherent in chemical processes have been modelled in the simulation and whether this matters.It maybe that the cycle happens at a chemical level,and that modelling it in terms of chemical processes,as opposed to Quantum Physical ones is sufficient to mimic the real process accurately -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : I have to say as an aside,I would have though that this would have been quite useful not just for robots,but for humans,if you had this ability to find the instant way out of a maze,or maybe the maybe the instant way through a traffic mess. 
[In a sense,humans already have this ability.We coagulate a myriad things into a single thought,and in that the brain is a biochemical thing,the quantum parallelism is inherent within it.It's something of an enigma as to why we cannot process mazes in this way.Most humans are reduced to tracing out a line to see if it reaches an exit.Perhaps "genius" is the capacity to exploit quantum parallelism effectively and "see all permutations at once",or maybe this is an explanation for idiot sevantism -LB] 

Owen Holland : I think it would! (laughter) 

Quentin Cooper : Well,I mean,Phil Husbands,can you see your robots and Owen's,working together in some benign future world? 

Phil Husbands : In fact yes,quite possibly,one of the inspirations for neuroscience that we've been working on at Sussex recently,has been taking the fact that there are diffusing gases in brains that modulate properties of neurones,so one neurone actually emits a gas,which then diffuses and can affect the properties of nearby neurones,and so,you know I think this has a relation to the kind of thing that Owen's talking about. 

Quentin Cooper : Yes,we're certainly moving away from this sort of solid-state Metal Mickey,or whatever you want to...you know,Marvin the Paranoid Android,very solid view,to maybe chemicals sloshing around.But you're particularly interested,as I understand it,in designing robots...rather than designing them that can carry out a particular task,you've been working on one's that can't carry out that particular task,but will try trial and error until they can? 

Phil Husbands : Yes,I mean once you start....for instance if you start looking at these artificial brains that take....that use things like diffusing virtual gases and so on,it starts to get very difficult to design systems like that.So one possibility is to use artificial evolution,so this is inspired by natural evolution. 
[And what's more it works,showing that natural evolution works -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So we're almost accepting our own limitations to start with.Rather than trying to mimic the complexities of nature,we mimic something simpler,but let it evolve? 
[The essential principle is already available in games such as "Creatures"- LB] 

Phil Husbands : Yes,yeah that's certainly one way of looking at it,yeah. 

Quentin Cooper : And so what stage are you at with this? 

Phil Husbands : Errrm,well we've done....we've been working on this for quite a few years now,and there's.....we've achieved lots of simple behaviours in a lot of different sorts of robots,walking robots,wheeled robots,robots that are using vision to guide them around environments and pick out objects,move towards them.Walking robots that can avoid things and get from A to B.So we've basically show that certainly this.....this methodology works,and works over a wide range of different sorts of tasks. 
[As indeed does the real thing -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But why is it evolving? Why isn't it simple.....? It sounds to me like you could say it was learning,it just seems to be that you're using some Darwinian terminology here. 

Phil Husbands :Well no I think the metaphor is quite strong,I mean basically what you have is something analogous to DNA,so you have artificial DNA which is a string of numbers and symbols that somehow you can decode into an artificial brain for the robots.So you turn it into the brain,you try it out in the robot,so it makes the robot do whatever it makes it do.... 

Quentin Cooper : So could I crudely say this is,if you like,programming code as genetic code? 
Phil Husbands : Yes,yes.So then depending on how well the robot does whatever it's supposed to be doing,so if it's supposed to be navigating,how far it gets,it avoids crashing into things and so on,you can give it some kind of a score or,you know,automatically it can be given a score,and only....and you have a whole population of these things going on,so only those fitter ones then are able to produce mutated copies of themselves for the next generation. [So that's where Commander Data came from! -LB] 
So you have variation and mutation and you have selection,which most people think are the two central parts of natural evolution. 
[In the real world the "score" is the ability to be fit for survival or fitting the niche.In artificial selection of domestic animals or plants,the "score" might be a trait that is selected for.One wonders how creationists explain the fact that such traits can be emphasised in creatures by breeding for those traits if evolution is implausible.Certain breeds of dog for example only continue to survive because people carry out the birthing process unnaturally as the dog has been selectively bred to such an extent that it can no longer give birth.God could not and would not have created a self-defeating organism that could not give birth,only man is capable of such a stupid manipulation of nature! -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Right,but of course you don't...your...your,the robots that don't make it,you don't kill off,you presumably,you start with them again and reprogram them,or whatever? 

Phil Husbands : Yes,indeed,yeah,yeah. 

Quentin Cooper : It seems a little kinder. [I thought that was a toffee egg with a plastic toy inside! -LB] 
But I mean.......is this modelled on...is this artificial DNA...are you modelling them on humans? 

Phil Husbands : No,I mean the DNA is very very loosely modelled on what's known about real DNA, but the stuff that it's decoded into,the brains are...the inspiration there is taken more from insect brains than human brains. 

Quentin Cooper : And the reason to do this is presumably because if you tried to actually come up with something that could solve this problem or that ......or whatever your working on a specific task, whereas if you try and work on something that is adaptable,that is evolving,now that makes it able to be applied to a whole wider range of circumstances,circumstances that you may not have even thought of yet? 

Phil Husbands : Well,no indeed,and exactly for all sorts of reasons,you mentioned in your introduction,you want these things to adapt to unforeseen circumstances,and so on. 

Quentin Cooper : There's a slight worry though,aren't we straying into that much beloved 80s Sci-Fi dystopian territory though,where we create these things that evolve,that then become so smart they look down on you know,on wasteful dullard humankind and eliminate us from the equation? 

Phil Husbands : I don't think so,there's a lot of nonsense talked about this by various people,but errm..... 

Quentin Cooper : I'm glad to join the pack! 

Phil Husbands : (laughs)...you rapidly hit a brick wall,I mean this is not trivial stuff,it's not magic, coming up with what it is you should be evolving,what your artificial DNA should be like,and so on, these are all hard issues.We work quite closely with evolutionary biologists and neuroscientists.Both will tell you there's very little really understood about real brains and real evolutionary processes.So I think there's an awful long way to go,and I don't think anybody need worry that these things will you know,sort of take over our lives in the next ten years or something. 
[There is a presumption that such machines would be our superiors.All other creatures are in evolutionary competition with us,and none of them really represent a threat to the human race,with the possible exception of the really minute creatures and organisms such as bacteria and viruses.There is no reason to suppose that artificial creatures would represent any more of a threat than,say a cat or a dog.Because of the prescribed nature of the required features of such robots,they would effectively be in a selective breeding programme,where humans would be the deciders of what features to keep and which to discard,and so they would be subordinates in perhaps the same way a domestic animal is seen.It would not be viable to give them thinking minds that question instructions,as this would be self defeating.However it maybe that thinking minds are necessary to complete certain tasks,but even then I it would not make any sense to allow machines or biomachines the same kind of capacities as we have.It maybe that such machines would have an indirect effect on our technology,if foe instance a robot was capable of self-repair and decided to deconstruct pieces of our technology in order to survive.This it could do without any real semblance of regard for preservation of "self",but as a direct consequence of a written-in rule to try to make such an object last as long as possible.For instance it would make sense to have a non-conscious but clever robot to navigate Mars,and possibly build others of its kind which could evolve programs or even bodily to adapt,and perhaps reuse parts,or exploit natural raw materials to continue to explore.I suspect that such creatures would have the capacities of a spider and could just as easily be trapped or brushed aside.Hardly Terminator! 
One wonders why real spiders could not be trained to do the job,and then there really would be Spiders from Mars!!! LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Good,I think we should....Owen rather than this, hopefully far-fetched,notion of robots if you like,superseding nature,what,more realistically is happening,is people are looking to nature to get ideas for how to build robots. 

Owen Holland : Exactly,because animals have already solved all the problems that robots face.Many of their solutions are far better than we can manage,particularly for moving around,animals can swim, crawl,dive,fly,burrow,jump,glide and they can do all this using very small amounts of power,and they can be very small.Now we're good at making very large things,and they use huge amounts of power,we're not so good at making things small. 

Quentin Cooper : But have we gone beyond envy to actual practicalities? 

Owen Holland : Oh yes,yes,errm there's a very interesting project going on at the moment at the Georgia Tech Research Institute in the States,they're impressed with butterflies,particularly.What they would like to be able to make,would be something the size of a butterfly,that carries a miniature radio transmitter,and a microphone and maybe a TV camera,that can fly into a building where hostages are being held,crawl under a door,stick on the ceiling and just transmit pictures back to the rescue team about what's happening inside. 

Quentin Cooper : Fly - on - the - wall documentaries with your own flies? 

Owen Holland : Yes (laughs),absolutely yeah,but trying to make something that small that...and give it enough power is a tremendous task,I mean they've managed to get something now which is,it's of the order of six inches [Not 15cm then? - LB],but to fuel it,rather than the nectar,which the butterfly uses,they're having to use rocket fuel. 

Quentin Cooper : I mentioned slime mould earlier,I mean how does that fit in? 

Owen Holland : Errrm,slime moulds,cellular slime moulds are wonderful creatures.They're amoebae which have a separate life style until the food starts running out,then they aggregate together and form a composite organism,which is known as a slug,which crawls along leaving a slime trail and then it stops and turns into a thing like a mushroom,which grows a fruiting body on top of a stalk,which then casts off spores which drift away presumably to somewhere where there's more food and gives rise to another generation of amoebae. 

Quentin Cooper : So a wide range of strategies for different circumstances. 

Owen Holland : A wide range of strategies,and people are even now trying to make robots which are called "modular" robots which consist of lots of bits,which can spontaneously form up into different shaped bodies for different tasks. 

Quentin Cooper : And finally,and very,very briefly from either of you,the swimming robots? Are they out there? 

Owen Holland : Err swimming robots are out there.There's a project called "Robotuna" [Ref:Focus Jul95 p34] (Quentin laughs) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.They've found that by copying the tuna,rather than using their own ideas,they can get the thing to go faster,and they still don't understand why,it goes faster than it should. 

Quentin Cooper : Owen Holland,Dr Phil Husbands and the robotuna,thanks,you'd better get back to engineering humankind's successors,no,no,no not really.



